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THE POLYADIC GENERALIZATION OF THE BOOLEAN

AXIOMATIZATION OF FIELDS OF SETS

MIKLÓS FERENCZI

Abstract. A version of the classical representation theorem for Boolean al-
gebras states that the fields of sets form a variety and that a possible axioma-
tization is the system of Boolean axioms. An important case for fields of sets
occurs when the unit V is a subset of an α-power αU . Beyond the usual set
operations union, intersection, and complement, new operations are needed to
describe such a field of sets, e.g., the ith cylindrification Ci, the constant ijth
diagonal Dij , the elementary substitution [i / j] and the transposition [i, j]
for all i, j < α restricted to the unit V . Here it is proven that such gener-
alized fields of sets being closed under the above operations form a variety;
further, a first order finite scheme axiomatization of this variety is presented.
In the proof a crucial role is played by the existence of the operator transposi-
tion. The foregoing axiomatization is close to that of finitary polyadic equality
algebras (or quasi-polyadic equality algebras).

1. Introduction

A version of the classical representation theorem for Boolean algebras states
that the fields of sets form a variety and that a possible axiomatization of it is
the system of the Boolean axioms. An important case for the fields of sets (e.g.
in measure theory, probability theory, topology, etc.) occurs when the unit V is
a subset of an α-power αU for some given set U and ordinal α, i.e., V consists of
a certain set of α-sequences. Beyond the usual set operations union, intersection,
and complement, new operations are needed to describe such a field of sets. Such
operations are e.g. the ith cylindrification Ci, the constant ijth diagonal Dij ,
the elementary substitution [i / j] and the elementary transposition [i, j] for every
i, j < α, restricted to the unit V . Let us consider the extended field of sets which is
closed under these operations. As it will be shown the class of these fields coincides
with the class Gwpα of polyadic-like set algebras. Then the following natural
problems arise: Do these fields form a variety and what, if anything, is known
about its axiomatization?

Here we give positive answers to these questions and also present a possible ax-
iomatization. It turns out that the axiomatization of these fields of sets is that of
the abstract class finitary polyadic equality algebras (or that of the equivalent class:
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quasi-polyadic equality algebras; see [15]), except for the axiom of commutativity
of the single substitutions and cylindrifications. Instead of this axiom the commu-
tativity of single substitutions has to be postulated. The abstract class obtained
in this way is called the transposition algebras and denoted by TAα. Our main
theorem states: A ∈ TAα if and only if A ∈ IsGwpα, α ≥ 4.

A preliminary part of our theorem is Resek and Thompson’s representation the-
orem (see [11], 3.2.88 or [2]). This theorem answers the above questions with
the modification that the operation [i, j] is missing. By that theorem, the ax-
iomatization of this class of fields of sets is that of the abstract class of cylindic
algebras satisfying the so-called merry-go-round properties and a given weaken-
ing (axiom (C4)*) of the axiom of commutativity of cylindrifications (class NA+

α ).
Ferenczi proved in [9] and [10] that (C4)* is equivalent to the commutativity of
single substitutions; further, a possible meaning of the merry-go-round properties
is a restricted existence of the abstract transposition operator pij . Considering the
Resek–Thompson theorem and our main theorem together we can establish that in
the representability of a cylindric-type algebra by relativized set algebra a crucial
role is played by the implicit or explicit existence of the transposition operator.

When Resek and Thompson’s theorem was published it was only a conjecture
that there was a polyadic version of the theorem as well, but that conjecture had
not yet been investigated in detail. The polyadic version is not an immediate
consequence of the cylindric one. Finitary polyadic equality algebras (or quasi-
polyadic equality algebras) are not as close to cylindric algebras as it was earlier
believed. With cylindric algebras cannot always be associated a finitary polyadic
equality algebra. For example, the substitution operator sτ can be introduced
in every finitary polyadic equality algebra for finite τ , but not in every cylindric
algebra. To be a cylindric reduct of some finitary polyadic equality algebra is quite
a strong assumption for a cylindric algebra. Thus the representation class Gwpα

for TAα is simpler than the cylindric representation class Dα for NA+
α .

The main problem, i.e., the axiomatization of the extended fields of sets, can
also be approached from the representation theory of universal algebra. Infinite
dimensional polyadic algebras (without equality) are representable (see [6]), but
this class is a bit far from classical logic. As is known, neither cylindric algebras
nor finitary polyadic equality algebras (quasi-polyadic equality algebras) can, in
general, be representable in the usual universal algebraic sense. That is, they
cannot be represented as subdirect products of the corresponding set algebras or,
equivalently, as fields of sets in Gwsα or in Gwspα (see [11] or [14]). The results in
the present paper seem to have significance because the representation does work
if the representation classes are allowed to be the above fields of sets, i.e., so-called
relativized set algebras.

In the proof of the Main Theorem (Theorem 3.1) we follow the step-by-step
method (see [12] or [2]) applied, for example, in Andréka and Thompson’s proof
for the Resek–Thompson theorem (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., vol. 309, no. 2, here
[2]). For the sake of convenience of the reader in the Appendix we cite the parts of
the Andréka–Thompson proof that we need. Thus in the presented proof below the
common parts are not repeated, only the differences are emphasized. In our proof
we rely on some lemmas whose proofs are rather elementary. In Theorem 3.12 a
variant of a consequence of Theorem 3.1 is formulated and an independent proof
for it is given. The reader can find a detailed survey on the topic in [4].
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2. Concepts

First we list some classes of extended fields of sets and then some classes of
abstract algebras. Finally, we cite some representation theorems as connections
between the concrete and abstract algebras.

The term cylindric-like algebra means that the type of algebra is that of cylindric
algebras (see Definition 2.11). Similarly, the term polyadic-like algebra means that
the type of algebra is that of transposition algebras (or that of finitary polyadic
equality algebras; see Definition 2.13). It often occurs in the literature that the term
cylindric-like algebra or polyadic-like algebra is shortened, and the term cylindric
algebra or polyadic algebra is merely used.

We list some cylindric extensions of fields of sets (while later some polyadic
extensions are listed). The first one is the class Crsα, where the unit V of the
field is a subset of αU for some set U and the Boolean part is closed under the
relativized cylindrifications CV

i and the relativized diagonals DV
ij for every i, j < α.

More exactly:

Definition 2.1 (Class Crsα). An algebra A is a cylindric relativized set algebra of
dimension α with unit V if it is of the form

〈A, ∪, ∩, ∼V , ∅, V, CV
i , DV

ij〉i,j<α,

where V is a set of α-termed sequences (i.e. V ⊆ αU) such that A is a non-empty
set of subsets of V , closed under the Boolean operations ∪, ∩, ∼V and under the
cylindrifications

CV
i X = {y ∈ V : yiu ∈ X for some u},

where i < α, X ∈ A, and A contain the elements ∅, V and the diagonals

DV
ij = {y ∈ V : yi = yj}

(see [11], 3.1).

The meaning of the notation yiu is (yiu)j = yj if j �= i and (yiu)j = u if j = i.
Some concepts and notation in Crsα:
The relativized substitution operator V Si

j is defined as

(2.1) V Si
jX = CV

i (DV
ij ∩X) (X ∈ A)

(similar to the definition in cylindric algebras; see (2.3)). We often omit the super-
script V from V Si

j and write Si
j .

The transformation τ defined on α is called finite if τi = i except for finitely
many i < α. Sometimes a finite transformation τ is considered to be defined only
on a given finite subset of α.

If y ∈ V and τ is any finite transformation on α, then Sτy is defined as y ◦ τ and
is often denoted by τy, for short. If X ∈ A, then SτX is defined as {y ◦ τ : y ∈ X}
and is often denoted by τX, for short.

Important special instances of the finite τ are the transformations [i / j], called
elementary substitution, and [i, j], called transposition.

Applying the notation introduced, if y ∈ V, then [i / j] y denotes the sequence
yiyj

. If X ∈ A, then [i / j]X is defined as {[i / j] y : y ∈ X}.
V S[i, j]y or [i, j] y is the sequence for which the ith and jth members in y are

interchanged; all the other members are the same. If X ∈ A, V S[i, j]X is the set
{y ◦ [i, j] : y ∈ X}; it is often denoted by [i, j]X, for short.
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In the following subclass of Crsα,
V Si

j preserves the unit V :

Definition 2.2 (Class Dα). It is the subclass of Crsα for which

(2.2) V Si
jV = V

for every i, j < α, where V is the unit of the algebra (see [2]).

Remark 2.3. Notice that [i / j] may be considered as a defined operation in Crsα
because [i / j]X = V Si

jX if X ∈ A. The critical part of (2.2) is the inclusion
V Si

jV ⊇ V , of course.

Given a set U and a mapping p ∈ αU , then the set

αU (p) = {x ∈ αU : x and p are different only in finitely many places}
is called the weak space determined by p and U .

Definition 2.4 (Class Gwα). A set algebra in Crsα is called a generalized weak
cylindric relativized set algebra if there are sets Uk, k ∈ K, and mappings pk ∈ αUk

such that V =
⋃

k∈K
αU

(pk)
k , where V is the unit.

Remark 2.5. The decomposition of V as the foregoing union in the definition is not
unique. The disjointness of the members of the decompositions of V is not required
here. If it is required we get the definition of the well-known class, the class Gwsα
of the generalized weak cylindric set algebras (as is known, cylindric algebras are
representable in the classical sense if they are isomorphic to some algebra in Gwsα;
see [11], II., 3.1.107).

Then we introduce some polyadic extensions of the fields of sets:
If an algebra in Crsα is extended by the substitution operator V Si

j defined in

(2.1) and by the operator transposition V S[i, j], then we get the polyadic version of
Crsα; more exactly:

Definition 2.6 (Class Prsα). An algebra

B = 〈A, ∪, ∩, ∼V , ∅, V, CV
i , V Si

j ,
V S[i, j], DV

ij〉i,j<α

is an α-dimensional polyadic relativized set algebra if for the cylindric reduct,
RdcaB ∈ Crsα; further, A is closed under the transposition V S[i, j].

Remark 2.7. An obvious consequence of the definition is that [i, j]V = V . This
latter relation means that y ∈ V if and only if y ◦ [i, j] ∈ V .

With the classes of cylindric set algebras Dα and Gwα we can associate the
classes of polyadic set algebras Dpα and Gwpα, respectively (the former are the
cylindric reducts of Dpα and Gwpα, respectively):

Definition 2.8 (Class Dpα). It is the subclass of Prsα for which V Si
jV = V for

every i, j < α, where V is the unit of the algebra.

Definition 2.9 (Class Gwpα). A set algebra in Prsα is called a generalized weak
polyadic relativized set algebra if there are sets Uk, k ∈ K, and mappings pk ∈ αUk

such that V =
⋃

k∈K
αU

(pk)
k , where V is the unit.

A known characterization of the class Gwpα is: If V is the unit of an A ∈
Prsα, then A ∈ Gwpα if and only if y ∈ V implies y ◦ τ ∈ V for every finite
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transformation τ (see [13], 5.35). Using this property we shall prove that Gwpα =
Dpα (Lemma 3.10).

The following is a survey of the classes of set algebras listed above:

cylindric-like set algebras polyadic-like set algebras about the unit V

Crsα Prsα V ⊆ αU

Dα Dpα
V Si

jV = V

Gwα Gwpα V =
⋃

k∈K
αU

(pk)
k

Among these classes, in the sequel, explicitly only the classes Dα and Gwpα

(Dpα) will be used.

Remark 2.10. We note that lower cases are used for denoting classes of set algebras
(except for the first character), while upper cases are used for denoting classes
of abstract algebras (i.e. axiomatically defined algebras). Further, upper cases are
used for operations defined on set algebras, while lower cases are used for operations
defined on abstract algebras.

Now we list some classes of abstract algebras. First we define cylindric-like ab-
stract algebras (while later polyadic-like abstract algebras are listed):

Definition 2.11 (Class CAα). A Boolean algebra 〈A, +, ·, −, 0, 1〉 enriched with
a set of additional unary operations ci (i < α) and constants dij (i, j < α), where
α is a fixed ordinal, is said to be a cylindric algebra A of dimension α (A ∈ CAα)
if it satisfies the following axioms:

(C1) ci0 = 0,

(C2) x ≤ cix,

(C3) ci(x · ciy) = cix · ciy,
(C4) cicjx = cjcix,

(C5) dii = 1,

(C6) cj(dji · djk) = dik, j �∈ {i, k},
(C7) dij · ci(dij · x) = dij · x, i �= j

(see [11], 1.1.1).

In cylindric algebras, as it is known, the substitution operator sjm is a unary
operation introduced as follows:

(2.3) sjmx = cj(djm · x) if j �= m and sjmx = x if j = m.

The following properties are called merry-go-round axioms (or MGR properties ;
see [11], 3.2.88):

ski s
i
js

j
k ckx = skj s

j
is

i
k ckx,(2.4)

ski s
i
js

j
ns

n
k ckx = skj s

j
ns

n
i s

i
k ckx(2.5)

for distinct i, j, k and n, α ≥ 4.
The cylindric axiom (C4) proved to be a quite strong property. In the follow-

ing axiomatizations, instead of (C4), a weaker property is assumed. Further, the
MGR axioms will be postulated. In [10] it is proven that the MGR axioms mean
the existence of an operator “weak transposition” (or “partial transposition”). So
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by Resek–Thompson theorem (see (2.9)), the existence of such an operator yields
representability by relativized set algebras.

Definition 2.12 (Class Fα). If the cylindric axiom (C4) is replaced by the com-
mutativity of the single substitutions, i.e., by the property

(2.6) sijs
k
mx = skmsijx

if i, j /∈ {k, m}, and further, if the MGR properties are postulated as axioms, then
the axiomatization of the class Fα is obtained (see [9]).

A version of the axiomatization of the class Fα is that of the class NA+
α . Here

the axiom
(C4)∗: cicjx ≥ cjcix · djk if k /∈ {i, j}

is postulated instead of (C4) (see [2]) in addition to the MGR axioms.
The inclusion Dα ⊂ Fα ∪NA+

α is true for these algebras.
Then we define some polyadic-like abstract algebras.
We assume the knowledge of the concepts of polyadic equality and quasi-polyadic

equality algebras (see [11], p. 266).
The so-called finitary polyadic equality algebras, i.e., the class FPEAα, is term-

definitionally equivalent to the quasi-polyadic equality algebras (see [15], Theorem
1). The axiomatization of FPEAα and that of the class TAα to be introduced are
different in only one axiom of FPEAα, the axiom

(F5) sijckx = cks
i
jx if k /∈ {i, j}.

Definition 2.13 (Class TAα). A transposition algebra of dimension α (α ≥ 4) is
an algebra

A = 〈A, +, ·, −, 0, 1, ci, s
i
j , pij , dij〉i,j<α,

where ci, s
i
j , pij are unary operations, dij are constants, and the axioms (F0)–(F9)

below are valid for every i, j, k < α:

(F0) 〈A, +, ·, −, 0, 1〉 is a Boolean algebra, sii = pii = dii = Id � A and
pij = pji,

(F1) x ≤ cix,

(F2) ci(x+ y) = cix+ ciy,

(F3) sijcix = cix,

(F4) cis
i
jx = sijx, i �= j,

(F5)∗ sijs
k
mx = skmsijx if i, j /∈ {k, m},

(F6) sij and pij are Boolean endomorphisms (i.e. sij(−x) = −sijx, etc.),

(F7) pijpijx = x,

(F8) pijpikx = pjkpijx, i, j, k are distinct,

(F9) pijs
i
jx = sjix,

(F10) sijdij = 1,

(F11) x · dij ≤ sijx.

(F5)∗ is obviously a weakening of (F5). The operators ci, s
i
j and pij (i, j < α)

are the (abstract) cylindrification, substitution and transposition operators, respec-
tively.

The inclusion Gwpα ⊂ TAα is valid (see Lemma 3.2).
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We consider as known the concept of the substitution operator sτ defined for any
finite transformation τ on α. sτ is an undefined (basic) concept in quasi-polyadic
equality algebras. But it is easy to see that sτ can be introduced uniquely in FPEAα

or in TAα, too. The existence of such an sτ follows from the proof of Theorem
1 (ii) in [15], namely, it is easy to check that the proof works by supposing (F5)∗

instead of (F5) (e.g. the inequality skj pijx ≤ skj pijs
i
kx in (16) on p. 553 follows easily

from the TAα axioms).
Throughout this paper we assume that the polyadic-like algebras occurring here

are equipped with the operator sτ , where τ is finite. Further, sτ is assumed to have
the following properties for arbitrary finite transformations τ and λ and ordinals
i, j < α (by [15], p. 547):

sτ◦λ = sτ ◦ sλ,
pij = s[i, j],

sij = s[i / j],
sτdij = dτi τj ,
cisτ ≤ sτ cτ−1, here τ is finite permutation.

(2.7) .

The following is a survey of the classes of abstract algebras listed above:

cylindric-like abstract algebras property commutativity

CAα cicj = cjci, axiom (C4)

Fα sijs
k
mx = skmsijx, axiom −(C4)

NA+
α cicjx ≥ cjcix · djk, axiom (C4)∗

In Fα and NA+
α the MGR properties are assumed, while in CAα there is no

MGR.

polyadic-like abstract algebras property commutativity

FPEAα sijckx = cks
i
jx, axiom (F5)

TAα sijs
k
mx = skmsijx, axiom (F5)∗

We note that in the sequel only the classes Fα (NA+
α ) and TAα are used from

the tables above.
Completing this section we remind the reader of a representation theorem, the

Resek–Thompson–Ferenczi theorem:

(2.8) A ∈ Fα if and only if A ∈ IsDα,

where α ≥ 4 (see [9], Corollary 3.2 or [8], Theorem 2.6).
So the class of fields of sets containing the diagonals, closed under cylindrifica-

tions (hence closed under single substitutions, too) and satisfying (2.2), i.e., the
class Dα, forms a variety and its axioms are the Fα axioms.

This representation theorem is a version of the Resek–Thompson theorem which
states that

(2.9) A ∈ NA+
α if and only if A ∈ IsDα

if α ≥ 4 (see [2], Theorem 1).
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Our Main Theorem (Theorem 3.1) is closely connected to the Resek–Thompson–
Ferenczi theorem and includes the classes TAα and Gwpα. The following table
includes the four important classes of algebras connected with this theorem:

cylindric-like algebras polyadic-like algebras

abstract algebras Fα TAα

set algebras Dα Gwpα

As regards the representation theory of cylindric-like or polyadic-like algebras
by relativized set algebras, see e.g., the references [2], [3], [4], [8], [9], [10], [13]. The
references [1], [5], [6], [7], [12], [14], [15], [16] are related indirectly to the topic or
are related to the applications.

3. Results

Theorem 3.1 (Main Theorem). A ∈ TAα if and only if A ∈ IsGwpα, where
α ≥ 4.

Notice that Gwpα is a canonical variety (see [13], 2.69). The theorem is valid
for finite α’s, while, in general, the classical representation theorems are not. The
following lemma states the easy part of the theorem:

Lemma 3.2. If A ∈ Gwpα, then A ∈ TAα, where α ≥ 4.

Proof. We assume that A ∈ Gwpα, and we have to check the axioms (F1)–(F11).
As examples we check the axioms (F4), (F9) and (F10):

Axiom (F4): cis
i
jx = sijx, i �= j.

z ∈ CiS
i
jX ⇔ ziu ∈ Si

jX for some u ⇔ zizj ∈ X.

z ∈ Si
jX ⇔ zizj ∈ X.

Axiom (F9): pijs
i
jx = sjix.

z ∈ [i, j] Si
jX ⇔ z ◦ [i, j] ∈ Si

jX ⇔ zjzi ∈ X.

z ∈ Sj
iX ⇔ zjzi ∈ X.

Axiom (F10): sijdij = 1.

We show that z ∈ V implies z ∈ Si
jDij . Namely, if z ∈ V, then zizj ∈ V by the

definition of a Gwp unit V . But this implies that zizj ∈ Dij , i.e., z ∈ Si
jDij . �

In proving the other part of our Main Theorem we apply the so-called step-by-
step method (or iteration method; see [12]) to construct the suitable representa-
tion. The published proof of the Resek–Thompson theorem is due to Andréka and
Thompson (see [2]). We are going to follow Andréka and Thompson’s proof, mod-
ifying it in accordance with the polyadic type of the algebras, and we assure some
additional requirements. We are going to emphasize the differences and the com-
mon features of the two proofs. In order to make the checking of the proof easier
the critical parts of Andréka and Thompson’s proof are quoted in the Appendix.

First, let us consider the framework of Andréka and Thompson’s proof (see Part
1 in the Appendix). On the modification of that framework:

The only necessary change is that a property (vi) is needed which states the
preservation of the operation pij . By (2.7) pij may be considered as s[i, j]. We are
going to use s[i, j] rather than pij . So we have to prove:

(vi) rep(s[i, j]a) = [i, j] rep(a).
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We are going to prove the following more general property:

(3.1) (vi)
′
rep(sσa) = Sσ rep(a),

where σ is an arbitrary finite permutation on α.
We note that the original representation is complete (see (A.1)); this will be

transmitted to our construction, too.
The next part of the original proof is the definition of the 0th step, i.e., the

definition of the function rep0 (see Part 2 in the Appendix).
We have to essentially change the definition of rep0 to handle property (vi)′.
First, as a preparation, we introduce two equivalence relations:
1. Let a be an arbitrary fixed atom. The definition of the relation ≡a (≡, for

short) on α is

(3.2) i ≡ j if and only if s[i, j]a = a.

≡ is an equivalence relation. For example, if i ≡ j and j ≡ k, then i ≡ k, because
s[i, j]a = a and s[j, k]a = a imply s[i, k]a = a. Namely, by (2.7), [i, k] = [i, j] ◦
[j, k] ◦ [i, j] implies that s[i, k]a = (s[i, j] ◦ s[j, k] ◦ s[i, j])a.

Notice that

(3.3) (i, j) ∈ Ker(a) implies that i ≡ j.

Namely, a ≤ dij implies that a = s[i, j]a. (C7) is equivalent to
(C7)∗ : dij · ci(dij · x) = dij · x.

If x = a, then a ≤ dij implies that dij · cia = a. Applying s[i, j] to this equality we

get that s[i, j](dij · cia) = s[i, j]a, i.e., dji · sji (cia) = s[i, j]a.
Replacing cia for x in (C7)∗ and changing i and j, we get that dji ·cj(dij ·cia) =

dji · cia, i.e., dji · sji cia = dji · cia. Comparing this equality with dij · cia = a and

with dji · sji (cia) = s[i, j]a, we get that a = s[i, j]a.
2. Let us consider the following equivalence relation ∼ on AtA:

(3.4) a ∼ b if and only if b = sτa for some finite permutation τ,

a, b ∈ AtA.
In fact, the relation ∼ is an equivalence relation: it is reflexive because a = sIa.

It is symmetrical because b = sτa implies sτ−1b = a. It is transitive because b = sτa
and c = sσb imply that c = sσ(sτa) = sσ◦τa, where σ◦τ is also a finite permutation.

Let us choose and fix representative points for the equivalence classes concerning
∼ and let Rp denote this fixed set of representative points.

We define the function rep0:

Definition 3.3. If c ∈ Rp, then let

(3.5) rep0(c) = {Sτfc : sτ c = c} ,
where fc is the sequence defined in the original proof and τ is a finite permutation
on α. If b = sσc, then let

(3.6) rep0(b) = Sσrep0(c).

Lemma 3.4. The above definition is unique.

Proof. We have to prove that if

(3.7) sτ c = sσc
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for some c ∈ Rp and finite permutations τ and σ, then

(3.8) rep0(sτ c) = rep0(sσc).

(3.7) is equivalent to c = (sτ−1 ◦ sσ)c = sτ−1◦σc, and so to

(3.9) c = sβc,

where β = τ−1 ◦ σ. Similarly, using (3.6), (3.8) is equivalent to

(3.10) rep0(c) = Sβ rep0(c).

By (3.5), (3.10) is equivalent to {Sτ1fc : sτ1c = c} = Sβ {Sτ2fc : sτ2c = c}.
But Sβ {Sτ2fc : sτ2c = c} = {(Sβ Sτ2)fc : sτ2c = c}, so we have to prove that

(3.11) {Sτ1fc : sτ1c = c} = {(SβSτ2)fc : sτ2c = c} .
We show that the left-hand side of (3.11) is a subset of the right-hand side, and

conversely. Assume that Sτfc ∈ {Sτ1fc : sτ1c = c} for some fixed τ1 = τ . Then let
us choose τ2 on the right-hand side as β−1 ◦ τ . We have to prove that sβ−1◦τ c = c.
But sβ−1◦τ c = (sβ−1sτ )c = sβ−1(sτ c); sτ c = c by condition and sβ−1c = c by (3.9),
so, really sβ−1◦τ c = c. The proof of the converse inclusion in (3.11) is completely
similar. �

Lemma 3.5. rep0(sσa) = Sσrep0(a), where σ is an arbitrary finite permutation
on α and a is an arbitrary atom, i.e., the property (vi)′ in (3.1) is satisfied.

Proof. We have to prove that (3.6) is true for arbitrary atoms b and a with b = sσa,
not only for representative points c; i.e. we have to prove that

(3.12) rep0(b) = Sσrep0(a).

Namely, if the representative point representing a is c and a = sτ c for τ, then
rep0(b) = rep0(sσa) = rep0(sσsτ c) = rep0(sσ◦τ c). But rep0(sσ◦τ c) = Sσ◦τ rep0(c)
by (3.6) and Sσ◦τ rep0(c) = (SσSτ )rep0(c) = Sσrep0(sτ c) = Sσrep0(a) by (3.6), so,
really, rep0(b) = Sσrep0(a), and we are ready. �

Similar to the original proof, we show that rep0 satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and
(iv) in (A.2). The proof requires a bit more complex consideration than the original
proof.

Lemma 3.6. rep0(a)∩ rep0(b) = ∅ if a �= b, a, b ∈ AtA, i.e., property (i) in (A.2)
is true.

Proof. If a � b and a = sσc, b = sλd for some c, d ∈ Rp and finite permutations
σ and λ, then condition b) Rg(fc) ∩ Rg(fd) = ∅ in (A.3) and (3.5) imply that
rep(a) ∩ rep(b) = ∅.

Assume that a ∼ b and a = sσc, b = sηc for some c ∈ Rp and finite permutations
σ and η, a �= b, i.e., sσc �= sηc. We have to prove that rep0(sσc) ∩ rep0(sηc) = ∅.

Indirectly, assume that rep0(sσc) ∩ rep0(sηc) �= ∅. We show that a = b, i.e.,
sσc = sηc, and this contradicts the condition a = b.

Taking into consideration (3.6) we get that

Sσ {Sτ1fc : sτ1c = c} ∩ Sη {Sτ2fc : sτ2c = c} �= ∅,
i.e., SσSτ1fc = SηSτ2fc for some finite permutations τ1 and τ2. This latter equality
is equivalent to fc = Sτ−1

1
Sσ−1SηSτ2fc, i.e., to fc = Sτ−1

1 ◦σ−1◦η◦τ2 fc. Let γ denote

the permutation τ−1
1 ◦ σ−1 ◦ η ◦ τ2; then fc = Sγfc.
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Using the fact that sτ1c = c and sτ2c = c, a = b (i.e. sσc = sηc) is equivalent to
sσsτ1c = sηsτ2c. Similar to the equivalences above, this latter equality is equivalent
to c = sτ−1

1 ◦σ−1◦η◦τ2c, i.e., to c = sγc.

Generally, we prove that

(3.13) fc = Sβfc implies c = sβc,

where β is an arbitrary finite permutation on α.
We remind the reader that every finite permutation β can be formulated as a

composition of finitely many cyclic permutations. Further, a cyclic permutation δ
of length n can be formulated as a composition

[
δn−1i, δni

]
◦ ...◦

[
δi, δ2i

]
◦ [i, δi] of

transpositions, where δni = i. This obviously implies that every finite permutation
β can be formulated as finitely many compositions of transpositions of the form
[j, βj]. To prove (3.13) let us decompose β in this form:

(3.14) β = [jm, βjm] ◦ ... ◦ [j2, βj2] ◦ [j1, βj1] .
fc = Sβfc implies that (fc)j = (Sβfc)j for every j < α. (Sβfc)j = (fc)β−1j ,

therefore (fc)j = (fc)β−1j for every j < α. Here β is an arbitrary finite permutation,
so we can write that (fc)βi = (fc)i for arbitrary j < α and permutation β. This
latter is equivalent to (fc)βj = (fc)j . This means that (j, βj) ∈ ker(f). The property
a) in (A.3), i.e., Ker(c) = ker(fc), implies that (j, βj) ∈ Ker(c). (3.3) implies that
j ≡ βj, i.e.,

(3.15) s[j, βj]c = c

for every j < α.
Applying (3.14) we get that

sβc = s[jm, βjm]◦...◦[j2, βj2]◦[j1, βj1]c

= s[jm, βjm]...s[j2, βj2]s[j1, βj1]c.

Using (3.15) step by step we get that

(3.16) sβc = c

and (3.13) is proven.
Applying (3.13) to the transformation γ we get a contradiction, and we are

ready. �

Lemma 3.7. rep0(a) ⊆ Dij if a ≤ dij and rep0(a)∩Dij = ∅ if a ·dij = 0 for every
i, j < α, i.e., property (ii) in (A.2) is true.

Proof. First we prove that rep0(a) ⊆ Dij if a ≤ dij .
Assume that a = sσc for some c ∈ Rp. Then the condition a ≤ dij is of the form

sσc ≤ dij . By (3.6) we have to prove that

(3.17) Sσ {Sτfc : sτc = c} ⊆ Dij ,

i.e.,

(3.18) (SσSτfc)i = (SσSτfc)j .

Let us consider the following equivalences:

(SσSτfc)i = (SσSτfc)j ⇔ (Sσ◦τfc)i

= (Sσ◦τfc)j ⇔ (fc)(σ◦τ)−1 i = (fc)(σ◦τ)−1 j ⇔ (λ−1i, λ−1j) ∈ ker(fc) = Ker(c)

by (A.3), where λ denotes the permutation σ ◦ τ .
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(λ−1i, λ−1j) ∈ Ker(c) means that c ≤ dλ−1i λ−1j . Applying sλ to this inequality
we get that sλc ≤ dij , so (3.18) is equivalent to

(3.19) sλc ≤ dij .

But sλc = sσ◦τ c = sσsτ c = sσc = a using the fact that sτ c = c in (3.17) and
a = sσc. Therefore the condition sσc ≤ dij is equivalent to sλc ≤ dij .

Applying the equivalences above we get that a = sσc ≤ dij really implies (3.17).
The other case: we have to prove that rep0(a)∩Dij = ∅ if a · dij = 0. Indirectly,

assume that rep0(a) ∩ Dij �= ∅ for some i, j < α. Similar to the first case, (3.18)
is true for some i, j < α. (SσSτfc)i = (SσSτfc)j for some finite permutation τ
and i, j < α. By the argument above, a ≤ dij follows, and this contradicts the
condition a · dij = 0. �

Lemma 3.8. rep0(a) ∩ Cirep0(b) = ∅ if a · cAi b = 0, i.e., property (iv) in (A.2) is
true.

Proof. If a � b, then (3.6) and (A.3) b) imply that rep0(a) ∩ Cirep0(b) = ∅.
Assume that a ∼ b (a �= b) and the representative point is c, so a = sσc and

b = sηc for some permutations σ and η.
Indirectly, assume that

(3.20) rep0(a) ∩ Cirep0(b) �= ∅.

This means that there exists a g ∈ rep0(b) for which giu ∈ rep0(a) for some u.
By (3.6), this means that g = SηSτ2fc for some τ2 and giu = SσSτ1fc for some τ1,
that is, (SηSτ2fc)

i
u = SσSτ1fc. Therefore

(3.21) fc = Sτ−1
1

Sσ−1(SηSτ2fc)
i
u = (Sτ−1

1
Sσ−1SηSτ2fc)

δi
u ,

where δ = τ−1
1 ◦ σ−1.

Let us denote the permutation τ−1
1 ◦σ−1◦η◦τ2 by β. Then fc = (Sβfc)

δi
u implies

that (fc)j = (Sβfc)j for every j �= δi, i.e.,

(3.22) (fc)j = (fc)β−1j if j �= δi.

Let us consider the decomposition of β−1 being analogous with (3.14): β−1 =[
km, β−1km

]
◦...◦

[
k2, β

−1k2
]
◦
[
k1, β

−1k1
]
, where km = δi can be assumed without

loss of generality. Similar to (3.16) we get that

(3.23) sβ−1c = s[δi, β−1(δi)]c.

By definition of β, β−1 = τ−1
2 ◦η−1 ◦σ ◦ τ1, therefore sβ−1c = sτ−1

2 ◦η−1(sσ◦τ1c) =

sτ−1
2 ◦η−1a because sτ1c = c and sσ = a.

(3.23) implies that sτ−1
2 ◦η−1a = s[δi, β−1(δi)]c. Applying sη◦τ2 to this equality we

get that

(3.24) a = sη◦τ2s[δi, β−1(δi)]c = s[(η◦τ2◦δ)i, (η◦τ2◦β−1◦δ)i]sη◦τ2c.

The second equality follows from

(η ◦ τ2) ◦
[
δ, β−1 ◦ δ

]
= [η ◦ τ2 ◦ δ, η ◦ τ2 ◦ β−1 ◦ δ] ◦ (η ◦ τ2)

on α and from the property sτ◦λ = sτ ◦ sλ in (2.7), applying it to both sides.
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The transformation η ◦ τ2 ◦ β−1 ◦ δ is the identity, namely η ◦ τ2 ◦ β−1 ◦ δ =
η ◦ τ2 ◦ τ−1

2 ◦ η−1 ◦ σ ◦ τ1 ◦ τ−1
1 ◦ σ−1 = I. So (3.24), c = sτ2 and b = sηc imply that

(3.25) a = s[m, i]b,

where m denotes (η ◦ τ2 ◦ δ)i.
(3.12) and (3.25) imply that rep0(a) = [m, i] rep0(b).
Notice that a = s[m, i]b, a �= b, and Lemma 3.6 imply that

(3.26) [m, i] rep0(b) ∩ rep0(b) = ∅.

Further, the (indirect) condition in (3.20) is of the form

[m, i] rep0(b) ∩ Cirep0(b) �= ∅.

Then on the one hand, there exists a g ∈ rep0(b) such that g ◦ [m, i] ∈ Cirep0(b),
i.e., (g ◦ [m, i])iw ∈ rep0(b), for some w. Let h denote the sequence (g ◦ [m, i])iw.

On the other hand, both g and h are elements of rep(b), so (3.5) implies that
both of them are finite permutations of the representative sequence fc. Therefore
they are finite permutations of each other, too. For example, let h = Sτg be for
some finite permutation τ . Hence if τk = i for some k < α, then gk = w. For
the sake of simplicity let us consider here the finite permutation τ to be defined on
some finite subset of α.

Let us denote gi and gm by u and v, so gi = u, gm = v and gk = w. Then
h = (g ◦ [m, i])iw, hi = w, hm = u and

(3.27) gj = hj

for every j /∈ {i,m}. We state that the expected finite permutation τ between the
sequences g and h, having the above properties, cannot exist.

We will now discuss the problem. First notice that u �= v. Namely u = v implies
g = g ◦ [m, i] , so g ◦ [m, i] ∈ rep0(b), and this contradicts (3.26). For a similar
reason, u �= w.

First, let us consider the case v �= w. We show that this case is impossible.
Assume that τm = t for some t < α. Then ht = v, v /∈ {u,w}, imply that
t /∈ {i,m}, and ht = v and gt = ht imply that gt = v by (3.27). Assume that τt = p
for some p < α. u �= v and the τ is finite permutation, therefore p /∈ {i,m, t}.
Similar to the previous step we get that gp = hp = v. τ is a finite permutation, so
there are only finitely many nj and qj for which τnj = qj and gnj

= hqj = gqj = v.
Let qn be the last qj with this property in this sequence. τ is a permutation, so
τqn = i or τqn = m. Therefore gqn = v implies that hi = v or hm = v, which
contradicts the conditions hi = w, hm = u and v /∈ {u,w}.

Then assume that v = w. In this case h ◦ [m, i] = h, i.e., g ◦ [m, i] = g. This
contradicts (3.25).

We get a contradiction, so the original proposition is true. �

Notice that in the 0th step, similar to the original proof, the condition a ·cAi b = 0
is not used.

In the original construction, induction and the step-by-step technique are ap-
plied. Notice that the foregoing representation class is elementary; therefore we
would not lose any generality if the algebra is assumed to be countable. But this
does not imply an essential simplification of the proof; we consider the original
proof as the standard one.
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As regards the (n + 1)th step of the proof, i.e., the definition of the function
repn+1, let us consider Andréka and Thompson’s proof again (see Part 3 in the
Appendix). The modified construction is:

In order to assure the validity of property (vi)′ in (3.1), we modify the original
construction. Here we consider equivalence classes of triples instead of single triples.
From the point of view of the original proof this means that we classify the single
triples according to an equivalence relation to be introduced.

The original construction uses an arbitrary fixed free transfinite enumeration of
the (a, b, i) triples, where a, b ∈ AtA, i < α. In contrast with this we are going
to assume certain restrictions for this enumeration, the triples will be classified in
a sense. The function repn will be defined in accordance with this classification.
Beyond this little change we do not change the original procedure, so the original
proof works. We shall prove that property (vi)′ in (3.1) is preserved in every step.

Let us consider the following relation ≈ on R:

(3.28) (a1, b1, i1) ≈ (a2, b2, i2) if and only if a2 = sσa1, b2 = sσb1, i2 = σi1

for some permutation σ. ≈ is obviously an equivalence relation. Let us fix represen-
tative points in the equivalence classes and denote R′ the class of the representative
points.

We note that the relation ≈ preserves the inequalities a ≤ cib and b ≤ dij in the
following sense: if (a1, b1, i1) ≈ (a2, b2, i2), then

(3.29) a1 ≤ ci1b1 if and only if a2 ≤ ci2b2

and

(3.30) b ≤ dij if and only if sσb ≤ dσi σj .

Namely, if a1 ≤ ci1b1, i.e., sσ−1sσa1 ≤ ci1sσ−1sσb1, then by the last property
in (2.7) ci1sσ−1sσb1 ≤ sσ−1cσi1sσb1, therefore, applying sσ, sσa1 ≤ cσi1sσb1 so
a2 ≤ ci2b2. This argument is symmetrical. The second property is trivial.

Now we are ready to define a special enumeration of R. If p ∈ R′, then let Rp be
the members of the ≈ -equivalence class with representative point p. So R obviously
equals the union of the sets Rp (r ∈ R′).

Let us fix an ordering ≤∗ of R′ and fix the following lexicographic extension of
≤∗ to R:

if q ∈ Rp, then let p ≤∗ q,

if p1 ≤∗ p2 (p1, p2 ∈ R′) and p1 ≈ γ, p2 ≈ λ(γ, λ ∈ R), then let γ ≤∗ λ.(3.31)

Let ρ be an ordinal and let r : ρ → R be an enumeration of R such that r
preserves the lexicographic ordering ≤∗ and for all n ∈ ρ and (a, b, i) ∈ R there is
an m ∈ ρ, m > n, such that r(m) = (a, b, i). Such ρ and r clearly exist.

Now the definition of the function repn+1 is:
Assume that n is a successor ordinal. We are going to define repn+1 for this

case. Let the case of the limit ordinal and the general definition of the function rep
be the same as the original one in (A.7) and (A.8).

For the representative point p = (a, b, i) (p ∈ R′) let the definition of repn+1 be
the same as the original one, and so be the same as the one included in (A.4), (A.5)
or (A.6), depending on the cases discussed there.

Then we extend the definition of repn+1 for the members of the equivalence class
including the respective representative points depending on the cases included in
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the original definition. The motivation of these definitions is that ≈ preserves the
respective inequalities (see (3.29) and (3.30)).

If a � cib let

(3.32) repn+1 = repn

for all the members of the equivalence class containing (a, b, i).
If a ≤ cib, we define the function repn+1 simultaneously for all the triples

(a1, b1, i1) for which (a1, b1, i1) ≈ (a, b, i).
Assume that a1 = sτa, b1 = sτ b, i1 = τi for some permutation τ .
If b ≤ dij for some j < α, j �= i, then let

(3.33) repn+1(sτb) = repn(sτb) ∪ {g (τi / gτj) : g ∈ repn(sτa)}.

If b � dij for all j < α, j �= i, then let

(3.34) repn+1(sτ b) = repn(sτ b) ∪ {g (τi / uh) : g ∈ repn(sτa)},
where uh is the constant in (A.6) and h denotes the sequence Sτ−1g.

That is, repn+1(sτb) = Sτ repn+1(b) in (3.33) and (3.34) by definition. In both
cases infinitely many steps of the original proof can be reduced into one scheme.
The definition of repn+1 for the representative triple (a, b, i) assures the desired
properties of repn+1 for the members of the equivalence class determined by (a, b, i).
For example, such a property is the one denoted by (iv)′ in the original proof.

The definition of the function rep let be the original (A.8).
We check property (vi)′ in (3.1) for the function rep:

Lemma 3.9. rep(sσe) = Sσrep(e) for every e ∈ AtA, where Sσ is the substitution
on the unit V and σ is a permutation on α; i.e. the property (vi)′ in (3.1) is true
for the function rep.

Proof. We prove that if repn(sσe) = Sσrepn(e) for every e ∈ AtA, then

(3.35) repn+1(sσe) = Sσrepn+1(e)

for every e ∈ AtA and successor ordinal n.
If this implication is proven, then by the definition in (A.7) and the induction

condition, (3.35) is true for every ordinal n. From this and from (3.6) we get that
rep(sσe) = Sσrep(e) for every e ∈ AtA, i.e., the proposition of the lemma is true.

In proving (3.35), we shall use the definition of repn+1. Let us consider the
representative point (a, b, i) for the equivalence relation ≈ and consider an arbitrary
point (sτa, sτb, τ i) being ≈ -equivalent to (a, b, i). Let us consider the cases listed
in the definition of repn+1:

Case 1. If a � cib (i.e. sτa � cτisτ b), then by the definition in (3.32), repn+1 = repn
for all the members of the class containing (a, b, i). Therefore the property (3.35)
is transmitted from n to n+ 1.

Case 2. a ≤ cib (i.e. sτa ≤ cτisτ b) and b ≤ dij for some j and for every i �= j. We
have to prove (3.35) for e = sτ b, i.e., that

(3.36) repn+1(sσ(sτb)) = Sσrepn+1(sτb)

for any permutation σ.
Let us consider the left-hand side of (3.36):

repn+1(sσ(sτb)) = repn+1(sσ◦τ b) = repn(sαb) ∪ {g (αi / gαj) : g ∈ repn(sαa)}
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by (3.33), where α = σ ◦ τ . Here repn(sαb) = repn(sσ(sτb)) = Sσrepn(sτb) by
induction.

For the right-hand side of (3.36):

Sσ repn+1(sτb) = Sσ(repn(sτb) ∪ {g (τi / gτj) : g ∈ repn(sτa)})
= Sσ repn(sτb) ∪ Sσ {g (τi / gτj) : g ∈ repn(sτa)} .

Comparing the above reformulations of the left- and right-hand sides it is suffi-
cient to prove that

(3.37) {g (αi / gαj) : g ∈ repn(sαa)} = Sσ {g (τi / gτj) : g ∈ repn(sτa)} .
To prove (3.37), first let us consider the left-hand side. We show that for any

finite permutation β the following is true:

{g (βi / gβj) : g ∈ repn(sβa)} = Sβ {f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} .(3.38)

But

Sβ {f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} = {(Sβ f) (βi / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} .
Denoting Sβf by g we get that f = Sβ−1g. Further,

(Sβf) (βi / fj) = g (βi /gβj).(3.39)

So

Sβ f (i / fj) = g (βi /gβj).(3.40)

Considering (3.38), if f = Sβ−1g, then f ∈ repn(a) is equivalent to

g ∈ Sβ repn(a) = repn(sβa).

So (3.38) is true.
Now let us consider (3.37). On the one hand,

{g (αi / gαj) : g ∈ repn(sαa)}
= Sα {f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} = SσSτ {f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} ,

applying (3.38) for β = α. On the other hand,

Sσ {g (τi / gτj) : g ∈ repn(sτa)} = Sσ(Sτ ({f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)})),
applying (3.38) for β = τ . Therefore (3.37), so (3.36) is proven.

Case 3.

a ≤ cib (i.e. sτa ≤ cτisτ b) and b � dij (i.e. sτb � dτi τj) for all j < α, j �= i.

Similar to the above arguments, considering the definition in (3.34) instead of
(3.33), we have to prove the following equality rather than (3.37):

(3.41) {g (αi / uh1
) : g ∈ repn(sαa)} = Sσ {g (τi / uh2

) : g ∈ repn(sτa)} ,
where α = τ ◦ τ1, h1 = Sα−1g and h2 = Sτ−1g.

We can prove the following equality (which is analogous to (3.38)) for an arbitrary
finite permutation β:

(3.42) {g (βi / uh) : g ∈ repn(sβa)} = Sβ {f (i / uf ) : f ∈ repn(a)} ,
where uh is the constant in (A.6) and h denotes Sβ−1g.

Namely, let us apply the same argument as in the proof of (3.38), but in (3.40)
let us use Sβf (i / uf ) = g (βi / uh) instead of Sβf (i / fj) = g (βi / gβj), where
h = Sβ−1 g.
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The proof of (3.41):

{g (αi / uh1
) : g ∈ repn(sαa)} = Sα {f (i / uf ) : f ∈ repn(a)}

= SσSτ {f (i / uf ) : f ∈ repn(a)} ,

applying (3.42) for β and α = σ ◦ τ . Further,

Sσ {g (τi / uh2
) : g ∈ repn(sτa)} = Sσ(Sτ ({f (i / uf ) : f ∈ repn(a)})),

applying (3.42) for β = τ. Therefore (3.41), so (3.36) is proven. �

Lemma 3.10. Dpα = Gwpα.

Proof. We use the notation introduced in Section 2. Gwpα ⊆ Dpα is trivial. To
prove the converse inclusion we use the characterization of Gwpα : y ∈ V implies
y◦τ ∈ V for every finite transformation τ. But τ can be composed in terms of finitely
many elementary transformation substitutions [i / j] and transposition [i, j] . It is
sufficient to prove that V is closed under these transformations. But V is closed
under [i / j] because V is a Dpα unit; further, V is a Prsα unit and therefore it is
closed under [i, j], too. �

Then the proof of Theorem 3.1 is:

Proof. In [9] it is proven that (F5)∗ and (C4)∗ are equivalent under the other
Fα axioms. Andréka and Thompson proved that there is an isomorphism, de-
noted by rep′, between the algebra RdcaA and some algebra B′ ∈ Dα. We proved
in Lemma 3.9 that this isomorphism preserves the operations sσ for any finite
permutations σ on α. Therefore B′ can be considered as an algebra B in Dpα.
Lemma 3.10 implies that B ∈ Gwpα. So rep′ is an isomorphism between A and a
B ∈ Gwpα. �

Theorem 3.1 and the definition of FPEAα imply that A ∈ FPEAα if and only
if A ∈ Is (Gwpα ∩Mod(F5)), α ≥ 4.

Recall that algebras in FPEAα are definitionally equivalent to quasi-polyadic
equality algebras (see [15]).

Gwα is the class {RdcaB : B ∈ Gwpα}, by definition, where RdcaA denotes
the reduct of A of cylindric type (see [11], p. 226). The following claim obviously
follows from Theorem 3.1:

Corollary. If A ∈ TAα, then RdcaA ∈ IsGwα, α ≥ 4.

To formulate the following theorem we need a definition:

Definition 3.11 (Class Gα). A set algebra A in Crsα is in Gα if there are sets
Uk, k ∈ K, such that V =

⋃
k∈K

αUk, where V is the unit (see [3]).

This class is closely related to the important cylindric algebra class, generalized
cylindric set algebras Gsα, where the sets Uk’s are required to be disjoint.

The following theorem is a consequence of the Corollary, making use of the
equality Gwα = Gα if α is finite. But below we give a proof which is independent
of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.12. If A ∈ TAn, then RdcaA ∈ IsGn, where n ≥ 4 and n is finite.
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Proof. We use the main result of [3], i.e., Theorem 3.1 (i) there:
If n is finite and an algebra A ∈ IsDn satisfies the following axiom denoted by

Ax

(3.43) x ≤ cicj

⎛
⎝sijcjx · sji cix ·

∏
k<n, k �=i,j

ski s
i
js

j
kckx

⎞
⎠ ,

then A ∈ IsGn.
If A ∈ TAn, then RdcaA ∈ IsDn by the Resek–Thompson theorem. By the

above theorem it is sufficient to show that RdcaA satisfies the axiom Ax. pijy ≤
cicjy because pijy ≤ pij cjy

(F3)
= pij sji cjy

(F9)
= sijcjy ≤ cicjy, so it is sufficient to

check (3.43) by replacing cicj by pij . By axiom (F6), pij is an endomorphism, so

pij

⎛
⎝sijcjx · sji cix ·

∏
k<n, k �=i,j

ski s
i
js

j
kckx

⎞
⎠

= pijs
i
jcjx · pijsji cix · pij

⎛
⎝ ∏

k<n, k �=i,j

ski s
i
js

j
kckx

⎞
⎠ .

To prove (3.43) it is sufficient to check that x is less than or equal to all the factors
of the latter product.

x ≤ pijs
i
jcjx, namely pijs

i
jcjx = sji cjx = cjx by axiom (F9). Similarly, x ≤

pijs
j
i cix. x ≤ pijs

k
i s

i
js

j
kckx, namely

pij ck(dki · sijs
j
kckx)

[15], Lemma 1.6
= ck(pij(dki · sijs

j
kckx)

= ck(pijdki · pijsijs
j
kckx) = ck(dkj · pijsijs

j
kckx)

= skj pijs
i
js

j
kckx

[15], (F9)
= skj s

j
is

j
kckx = skj s

j
kckx

[11], Thm.1.5.10
= skj ckx = ckx.

�

Appendix

This Appendix includes citations from Andréka and Thompson’s paper ([2]),
from the proof of the Resek–Thompson theorem:

Part 1. Citation concerning the framework of the proof.
From now on we assume that A is atomic, satisfying the axioms.
Let AtA denote the set of all atoms of A. We want to “build” an isomorphism

rep: A � B, for some B ∈ Crsα, for which the equality below holds:

(A.1) rep(x) =
⋃

{rep(a) : a ∈ AtA, a ≤ x} for every x ∈ A.

Let V be a set of α-sequences, and for every X ⊆ V and i, j < α let CiX
d
=

{f ∈ V : (∃u) f(i / u) ∈ X}, Dij
d
= {f ∈ V : fi = fj}. Assume that rep : A →

{X : X ⊆ V } is a function for which (A.1) holds. Then it is easy to check that rep
is an isomorphism onto a B ∈ Crsα with 1B ⊆ V if and only if conditions (i)–(v)
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below hold for every a, b ∈ AtA and i, j < α:

(A.2)

(i) rep(a) ∩ rep(b) = 0 if a �= b,

(ii) rep(a) ⊆ Dij if a ≤ dAij and rep(a) ∩Dij = ∅ if a · dAij = 0,

(iii) rep(a) ⊆ Cirep(b) if a ≤ cAi b,

(iv) rep(a) ∩ Cirep(b) = ∅ if a · cAi b = 0,

(v) rep(a) �= ∅.
We shall construct (a set V of α-sequences and) a function rep with the above

properties, step by step.
Part 2. Citation concerning the 0th step.

For every α-sequence f let ker(f)
d
=

{
(i, j) ∈ 2α : fi = fj

}
.

For every a ∈ AtA let Ker(a)
d
=

{
(i, j) ∈ 2α : a ≤ dAij

}
.

Then Ker(a) is an equivalence relation on α by our axioms (C5)–(C7). For every
a ∈ AtA let fa be an α-sequence such that for every a, b ∈ AtA we have

(A.3) a) ker(fa) = Ker(a), b) Rg(fa) ∩Rg(fb) = ∅ if a �= b.

Such a system {fa : a ∈ AtA} of α-sequences does exist. Define

rep0(a)
d
= {fa} , for every a ∈ AtA.

Then the function rep0 satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iv) and (v), but it does not
satisfy condition (iii). Below, we shall make condition (iii) become true step by
step, and later we shall check that conditions (i), (ii), (iv), (v) remain true in each
step.

Part 3. Citation concerning the (n + 1)th step, i.e., about the definition of the
function repn+1.

Let R = AtA× AtA× α, ρ be an ordinal and let r : ρ → R be an enumeration
of R such that for all n ∈ ρ and ∈ (a, b, i) ∈ R there is m ∈ ρ, m > n such that
r(m) = (a, b, i). Such ρ and r clearly exist.

Assume that n ∈ ρ and repn : AtA → {X : X ⊆ V ′} is already defined, where
V ′ is a set of α-sequences. We define repn+1 : AtA → {X : X ⊆ V ′′} , where V ′′

is a set of α-sequences. Let r(n) = (a, b, i). If a � cib, then

(A.4) repn+1
d
= repn.

Assume a ≤ cib. Then repn+1(e)
d
= repn(e) for all e ∈ AtA, e �= b.

Further,

Case 1. b ≤ dij for some j < α, j �= i. Then

(A.5) repn+1(b) = repn(b) ∪ {f (i / fj) : f ∈ repn(a)} .

Case 2. b � dij for all j < α, j �= i. For every f ∈ repn(a) let uf be such that

(i) uf /∈
⋃
{Rg(h) : h ∈

⋃
{repn(e) : e ∈ AtA}},

(ii) uf �= uh if f �= h, f, h ∈ repn(a).

Now

(A.6) repn+1(b) = repn(b) ∪ {f (i / uf ) : f ∈ repn(a)} .
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Let n ∈ ρ be a limit ordinal and assume that repm is defined for all m < n. Then

(A.7) repn(e)
d
=

⋃
{repm(e) : m < n}

for all e ∈ AtA.
By this, 〈repn : n ∈ ρ〉 is defined. Now we define

(A.8) rep(a)
d
=

⋃
{repn(a) : n ∈ ρ}

for all a ∈ AtA. Let

(A.9) V
d
=

⋃
{rep(a) : a ∈ AtA} .
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